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Energetic and Structural Considerations for the Mechanism of Protein
Sliding along DNA in the Nonspecific BamHI-DNA Complex

Jian Sun, Hector Viadiu, Aneel K. Aggarwal, and Harel Weinstein
Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, New York 10029

ABSTRACT The molecular mechanism by which DNA-binding proteins find their specific binding sites is still unclear. To gain
insights into structural and energetic elements of this mechanism, we used the crystal structure of the nonspecific BamHI-DNA
complex as a template to study the dominant electrostatic interaction in the nonspecific association of protein with DNA, and the
possible sliding pathways that could be sustained by such an interaction. Based on calculations using the nonlinear Poisson-
Boltzmann method and Brownian dynamics, a model is proposed for the initial nonspecific binding of BamHI to B-form DNA that
differs from that seen in the crystal structure of the nonspecific complex. The model is electrostatically favorable, and the salt
dependence as well as other thermodynamic parameters calculated for this model are in good agreement with experimental
results. Several residues in BamHI are identified for their important contribution to the energy in the nonspecific binding model,
and specific mutagenesis experiments are proposed to test the model on this basis. We show that a favorable sliding pathway
of the protein along DNA is helical.

INTRODUCTION

Specific protein-DNA interactions are essential for nor-

mal biological function of the cell, including transcription,

replication and recombination. All these processes relating

to cellular growth require the regulatory proteins to bind

to specific DNA sites. Information about the molecular

mechanism of specific protein-DNA recognition has accu-

mulated from a variety of studies that provided information

about the structural characteristics (Bewley et al., 1998;

Harrison and Aggarwal, 1990; Pabo and Sauer, 1992),

thermodynamics (Hard and Lundback, 1996; Jen-Jacobson,

1997; Record et al., 1991), and kinetics (Oda and Nakamura,

2000; Pingoud and Jeltsch, 1997; Record et al., 1991) of

the protein-DNA complexes. Because specific DNA-binding

proteins also have a finite affinity for nonspecific DNA se-

quences (Jen-Jacobson, 1997; von Hippel, 1994), it is neces-

sary to study both specific and nonspecific protein-DNA

interaction in order to fully understand the mechanism of

specific recognition. In fact, nonspecific protein-DNA inter-

actions have been shown to be important elements of the

process of searching for, and binding to the cognate specific

sites on DNA (Jen-Jacobson, 1997; Pingoud and Jeltsch,

1997; Record et al., 1991).

Because only four crystal structures are currently available

for protein-DNA complexes considered to represent non-

specific interactions (Albright et al., 1998; Luisi et al., 1991;

Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000; Winkler et al., 1993), our

understanding of such interactions derives mainly from

thermodynamic and kinetic studies. Nonspecific binding is

shown to be accompanied by negligible heat capacity change

(Engler, 1998; Frank et al., 1997; Ladbury et al., 1994;

Merabet and Ackers, 1995; Takeda et al., 1992) and is

dominated by electrostatic interactions showing stronger

salt-concentration dependence than the corresponding spe-

cific binding (Engler, 1998; Frank et al., 1997; Record et al.,

1991). The process is considered to be enthalpy driven

with a small positive entropy change (Jen-Jacobson, 1997).

The protein and DNA are thought to be more hydrated at

the protein-DNA interface than that in the specific com-

plex (Garner and Rau, 1995; Sidorova and Rau, 1996) with

long-range Coulombic interaction dominating the loose asso-

ciation between protein and DNA. There is no intimate pro-

tein-DNA interface as both the protein and DNA are hydrated

in the complex (Breyer and Matthews, 2001; Hard and

Lundback, 1996; Jen-Jacobson, 1997; Oda and Nakamura,

2000; Record et al., 1991). This is exemplified well in the

recently reported structure of BamHI bound to noncognate

DNA (Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000).

The electrostatic interaction in protein-DNA complexes

has long been the focus of theoretical study (Anderson

and Record, 1995; Manning, 1978; Record et al., 1978).

The development of nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (NLPB)

theory has made it possible to quantify computationally all

the electrostatic free energy components in the protein-DNA

system based on the detailed atomic structures (Sharp and

Honig, 1990), and NLPB has been successfully applied to

several protein-DNA systems (Fogolari et al., 1997; Misra

et al., 1994; Misra et al., 1998; Zacharias et al., 1992). In

these studies, the total electrostatic free energy of binding, as

well as its dependence on salt concentration was calculated

for the specific protein-DNA interaction based on the known

structures of the complexes. Nonspecific interaction was

studied in a similar manner based on a model of the

nonspecific complex that was built from the specific complex

structure (Fogolari et al., 1997; Zacharias et al., 1992). The

nonspecific binding of Cro repressor to a long stretch of

DNA was also studied with Brownian dynamics (BD)
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simulation (Thomasson et al., 1997). In this context, the

crystal structure for the nonspecific complex of BamHI with

DNA (Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000) makes it possible now to

review the inferences obtained from these models of non-

specific complexes in a structural context of an authentic sys-

tem (see also Breyer and Matthews, 2001).

BamHI is a homodimeric enzyme belonging to the type II

family of restriction endonucleases that requires only Mg21

as a cofactor for double-stranded cleavage of its cognate site

(GGATCC), after the first guanine in the sequence (Pingoud

and Jeltsch, 1997). A study based on BamHI complexes is

advantageous because of the availability of crystal structures

for the unbound (Newman et al., 1994), specifically bound

forms of the enzyme (Newman et al., 1995), as well as the

recently determined structure of the nonspecific complex

(Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000). In the latter complex, the

second Guanine in the cognate site was mutated to Adenine

(GAATCC). In addition, crystal structures of metal bound

pre- and post-reactive intermediates provide a comprehen-

sive picture of the BamHI reaction pathway. Together, these

structures offer a unique opportunity to study the structural

adaptations from the free protein to nonspecific DNA bind-

ing, and finally to the rearrangements to specific binding and

catalysis.

In order to relate the structural insights to the thermo-

dynamic properties of the nonspecific complex, we studied

the electrostatic interaction in the nonspecific BamHI-DNA

complex using NLPB theory. Analysis of the results reveals

an unexpected orientation of the molecules in the complex,

in which the enzyme is rotated ;608 relative to that seen

in the nonspecific crystal structure. This new orientation

positions the BamHI dimer along a DNA sliding path-

way that is favored electrostatically—unlike that discussed

for the crystal structure (Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000), and

agrees with measurements of salt dependence and thermo-

dynamic data. We show that the structure of this non-

specific complex provides a basis for understanding the

mechanism of protein sliding along DNA (Breyer and

Matthews, 2001; Pingoud and Jeltsch, 1997; Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000).

METHODS

Formulation of the energy terms in calculations
with NLPB theory

The electrostatic potential of a macromolecular system with a monovalent

salt solution is given by the NLPB equation:

= � ½eðrÞ=fðrÞ� � ek2 sinh½fðrÞ�1 4prfðrÞ=kT ¼ 0; (1)

where f is the dimensionless electrostatic potential in units of kT/e (k is

Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and e is the proton

charge). In Eq. 1, e is the dielectric constant, rf is the fixed charge density

and k2 ¼ 1=l2 ¼ 8fe2I=ekT (where l is the Debye length and I is the ionic

strength of the bulk solution). The total electrostatic energy of the system can

be expressed as (Sharp and Honig, 1990):

DGel ¼
ð
frfff=21 rffm 1 rmfm=2

� ½rmf1 kTcbðcoshðfÞ � 2Þ�gdv; (2)

where the potential f and charge density r have been split up into

contribution from the fixed ( f ) and mobile (m) charges. Based on the

thermodynamic pathway, the total electrostatic energy can be decomposed

into a salt-independent contribution DGo
ns, and a salt-dependent contribution

DGo
s . As derived by Sharp and Honig (Sharp and Honig, 1990) ((see also

Fogolari et al., 1997) for alternative expressions), the salt-dependent term

can be further divided into three contributions: the entropic work of

organizing the ionic atmosphere around solute, DGo
org; the self energy of

charging the ionic atmosphere, DGo
ii; the interaction between solute and salt,

DGo
im.

For the binding reaction: A1B !Kobs
AB if the salt dependence of the

reaction is assumed to be entirely in the electrostatic part of the binding free

energy, then:

� @ lnðKobsÞ
@ lnð½M1�Þ ¼

@DDGo
s

kT@ lnð½M1�Þ ; (3)

where DDGo
s is the change in the salt-dependent contribution to the total

electrostatic energy upon binding:

DDGo
s ¼ DGo

s ðABÞ � DGo
s ðAÞ � DGo

s ðBÞ: (4)

Computational protocols for NLPB calculations

The program UHBD (Madura et al., 1995) was used for all the NLPB

calculations. Atom charges and radii were adapted from the CHARMM27

parameter set (Foloppe and Mackerell, 2000), with polar hydrogen atom

radius set as 0.8 Å. The dielectric constant of DNA and protein was set to 4,

and the solvent to 78. The solute-solvent boundary was taken as defined

either by the van der Waals surface, or as the molecular surface calculated

with probes of radius 1.0 Å and 1.4 Å. The radius of the ion-exclusion region

was set to 2 Å. A monovalent salt concentration of 0.1 M was used in all

calculations, except for salt-dependence calculation, where the concentration

was varied from 0.1 M to 0.4 M.

A 1893 1893 189 grid was used in the calculation, with grid size set to

1.2 Å in the first calculation, then focused at 0.6 Å. A 0.4-Å final grid and

two steps of focusing were also tested and showed ;1% difference in

binding energy calculation.

Molecular models

The nonspecific BamHI-DNA complex (PDB code 1esg) includes 11

basepairs of DNA. To enable comparisons with experimental studies on the

same system, a 28-mer DNA was built with the program JUMNA (Lavery

et al., 1995) based on the available 8-mer DNA in the crystal structure;

details of this method were described in a recent paper (Lebrun et al., 2001).

Briefly, the backbone atoms of DNA in the crystal structure were used as

the NOE constraints, then these constraints were used in the energy

minimization of a canonical B form DNA with FLEX force field (Lavery

et al., 1995). The final structure, termed N-DNA28, was used in the

calculations. When the sequence of the central hexamer was mutated back

to the BamHI cognate site (GAATCC! GGATCC), the model was named

C-DNA28, was built based on N-DNA28. The canonical B-form DNA

was named BDNA28 and BMUT28 with DNA sequence corresponding to

N-DNA28 and C-DNA28, respectively. A short DNA model, DNA11,

was obtained directly from N-DNA28.

The last residue in monomer A of BamHI and the last four residues in

monomer B were disordered in the crystal structure, and these residues were

built in extended conformations with INSIGHTII (Biosym Technologies).

This model was named BAM_X. In the model of the complex N-DNA28-
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BAM_X, there were some steric clashes between N-DNA28 and flexible

segments of BamHI around residues 79–84 and 194–196. Residues 79–91

are disordered in free BamHI (Newman et al., 1994) but fold in the presence

of DNA, albeit to a different conformation in the specific and the nonspecific

complexes, respectively. Energy minimization with CHARMM (Brooks

et al., 1983) was done with all heavy atoms in N-DNA28 and BAM_X fixed,

except for residues 79–84 and 194–196 in each BamHI monomer (e ¼ R;

1000 steps of steepest descent). The minimized structure of BAM_X was

named BAM_XM. A symmetric model of BamHI, BAM_SYM, was

constructed by rebuilding the last eight residues in monomer B as a-helix in

INSIGHTII (Biosym Technologies). The electrostatic contribution to the

nonspecific interaction was calculated as for the rigid body association of

DNA and BamHI, in which these loop regions remain folded as in the

nonspecific complex. All solvent accessible surface area (SASA) calcu-

lations were done in CHARMM using a probe radius of 1.4 Å.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nonspecific BamHI-DNA complex (PDB code 1esg)

includes 11 base pairs of DNA. To enable comparisons with

experimental studies on the same system, a 28-mer DNAwas

built with the program JUMNA (Lavery et al., 1995) based

on the available 8-mer DNA in the crystal structure; details

of this method were described in a recent paper (Lebrun et al.,

2001) and are briefly reviewed in the Methods section. The

energy terms were calculated with NLPB theory as described

in Methods. The values were used to calculate the electro-

static part of the binding free energy and its salt dependence

(see Methods).

Electrostatic interaction in the crystal
model (ns-crys/28)

NLPB calculations of the crystallographically determined

nonspecific complex, translated to a 28-mer DNA stretch

(Fig. 1, left) (see Methods), showed that the electrostatic

interaction contributed about 116.9 kcal/mol to the non-

specific DNA binding at 0.1 M monovalent salt concentra-

tion. The large positive value of the electrostatic free energy

of binding, discussed qualitatively by Viadiu and Aggarwal

(Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000), challenges the common view

of the nonspecific protein-DNA interaction as electrostati-

cally favorable (Jen-Jacobson, 1997; Manning, 1978; Re-

cord et al., 1978; Record et al., 1991). Because the exact

binding value calculated with the NLPB method depends

strongly on the parameters used in the calculation, whereas

the calculated salt dependence of electrostatic interaction

between protein and DNA (the ‘‘polyelectrolyte signature’’

of protein-DNA interaction) is less sensitive to the parameter

sets (Fogolari et al., 1997; Misra et al., 1994), we proceeded

to calculate the salt-dependent property of the electrostatic

interaction in the crystal complex model. The electrostatic

interaction was calculated for a range of monovalent salt

concentrations from 0.1 M to 0.4 M, for which the

experimental data are available for the nonspecific BamHI-

DNA interaction (Engler, 1998; Engler et al., 2001).

Surprisingly, the plot of electrostatic free energy of binding

DDGe against ln[S] (where [S] represents the salt concen-

tration), showed little dependence of binding on salt

concentration (Fig. 2, top) for this complex. Moreover, the

slope of the fitted line is only 0.38 (Fig. 2, top), much smaller

than the experimental value of 5;6 (Engler, 1998).

Another feature of the protein-DNA interaction that can

indicate the nature of the binding interaction is the change of

heat capacity (DCp) associated with the binding process, the

so-called thermodynamic signature (Jen-Jacobson, 1997;

Spolar and Record, 1994). Like other specific binding

proteins, binding of BamHI to its cognate DNA site was

shown to be associated with a large negative heat capacity

change (DCp ¼ �1.3 kcal/mol/K), while there is no

detectable DCp in nonspecific binding (DCp ; 0.0 kcal/

mol/K) (Engler, 1998; Engler et al., 2001). There are several

sources for the DCp in protein-DNA association including

the hydrophobic contribution from the release of surface

water during association, the effect of association on the

internal vibrations (Sturtevant, 1977), binding-coupled pro-

tein folding (Spolar and Record, 1994), water trapped at

the protein-DNA interface (Engler, 1998), and hydration of

the released ions from DNA (Oda et al., 1998). Among them,

the hydrophobic effect has been considered as the major

contribution to DCp (Sturtevant, 1977). We estimated the

possible DCp for nonspecific binding based on the crystal

model by considering the hydrophobic effect. Neglecting

the refolding of the 79–91 loop region, and treating nonspe-

cific binding as rigid body association, the lower limit of

buried solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for nonspe-

cific BamHI-DNA binding was calculated to be ;2500 Å2,

composed of 1300 Å2 of nonpolar surface, and 1200 Å2 of

polar surface. According to the empirical formula for DCp

from SASA (Spolar and Record, 1994):

DChyd
p � ð0:32ð60:04ÞÞDAnp 1 ð�0:14ð60:04ÞÞDAp; (5)

the estimation of DCp from the hydrophobic effect is about

�0.25 6 0.10 kcal/mol/K, significantly different from

experimental data showing almost no heat capacity change

upon nonspecific BamHI-DNA binding (Engler, 1998).

Electrostatically favorable model (ns-xt15r/28)

The divergence between salt-dependence experimental re-

sults and the results from NLPB calculations motivated the

search for an alternative form of the nonspecific BamHI-

DNA complex. BD simulations were used to study the

association of BamHI with a 90-mer nonspecific B-form

DNA using the program SDA (Gabdoulline and Wade,

1998) with the effective charge method (Gabdoulline and

Wade, 1996), and taking into consideration the desolvation

term (Elcock et al., 1999). Similar BD simulations had been

performed for the Cro repressor-DNA system (Thomasson

et al., 1997). From the BD simulation (data not shown), we

find that the energy minimum is located about ;34 Å away

from the DNA axis, and when BamHI approaches this
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energy minimum, the dimer axis of BamHI is nearly parallel

to the helix axis of DNA, as shown in Fig. 1, right. The
energetics of this configuration of a putative nonspecific

BamHI-DNA complex was analyzed with NLPB calcula-

tions. The electrostatic interaction between BamHI and the

28-mer DNA was calculated at several distances while

keeping BamHI parallel to the DNA axis. The most

favorable configuration is shown in Fig. 1, right, where the
distance between BamHI and DNA axis is ;34 Å, 15 Å

larger than in the crystal structure. This configuration was

therefore used throughout to explore the properties of the

nonspecific BamHI-DNA complex. In this alternative model

of the nonspecific complex, referred to as ns-xt15r/28,

the calculated electrostatic free energy of binding was

favorable (�3.55 kcal/mol), and exhibited a strong salt

dependence with a slope of the DDGe versus ln[S] of ;3.0.

The buried SASA was only ;120 Å2, with negligible DCp

according to Eq. 5. Thus, the results for this alternative

model agree with all the elements of the experimental

findings about the nonspecific complex in solution.

The mechanism of stabilization of the complex in the ns-

xt15r/28 model is best appreciated from the calculated

electrostatic potential surface of BamHI displayed with

GRASP program (Nicholls et al., 1991) (Fig. 3). The BamHI

dimer generates a negative potential on one side of the

surface, whereas the opposite side of the surface is mostly

positive. Not surprisingly, the DNA binding cleft is located

in the positive side. Viadiu and Aggarwal (Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000) compared the electrostatic surface of

BamHI in the nonspecific and specific complexes, and

showed that the protein-DNA interface in the nonspecific

complex is located at the bottom of the DNA binding cleft,

which has a mixed positive and negative electrostatic po-

tential surface. Because of the strong negative potential of

the DNA surface, the electrostatic interaction calculated with

NLPB for the crystal model was inherently unfavorable.

However, the most positive potential in the DNA binding

side is a region located at the C-terminal of each monomer,

which includes the C-terminal helix (helix 7) and the loop

preceding it. This region of BamHI, comprising ;20 resi-

dues, includes seven Lys and one Arg, but only two Asp and

one Glu in each monomer. Thus, it is reasonable that when

the BamHI dimer approaches DNA, these two regions with

the most positive potential will point toward DNA to form

favorable electrostatic interactions, as in the alternative

model (Fig. 1, right).

The mutual orientation of the interacting
molecules and implications for sliding

The orientation of BamHI relative to the axis of DNA in the

various complexes reflects the different modes of interaction.

In the computed model, the BamHI dimer is parallel to the

DNA axis, and in the nonspecific crystal structure it is tilted

by ;608 from the DNA axis. In the specific complex, the

axis through the BamHI dimer is nearly perpendicular

(;808) to the DNA axis (Newman et al., 1994; Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000). To better understand the role of electro-

FIGURE 1 Models of nonspecific BamHI-DNA

complex. Models of 28-mer DNA (N-DNA28)

and BamHI dimer (BAM_XM) were built as

described in Methods, based on the crystal

structure of the nonspecific complex. The depicted

models of the nonspecific complex were con-

structed from these components: (Left) The ns-

crys/28 model was built directly from the crystal

structure (PDB code 1esg); (Right) The ns-xt15r/

28 model was constructed by positioning

BAM_XM 34 Å away from the DNA axis, with

its dimer axis parallel to the DNA axis, to model

the configuration found in the NLPB calculations

to have optimal interaction energy (see text). This

positions BamHI;15 Å away from its position in

the crystal structure.
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static interaction in determining the preferred orientation of

BamHI relative to DNA, we performed a series of NLPB

calculations around the theoretical new model, in which

BamHI was rotated in steps of 158 along an axis (x) that is
perpendicular to DNA helix axis (z axis) and passes through

the center of BamHI. Similar calculations have been done in

the Homeodomain-DNA system to study the orientation

effect of binding (Fogolari et al., 1997). In that system,

NLPB calculation showed that rotation along x axis did not

affect the electrostatic interaction in the complex, while

rotation along the z axis dramatically changed the inter-

action, leading to the conclusion that electrostatic forces

might ensure the approach of the homeodomain to DNAwith

correct orientation regarding to z axis, but not along the x
axis. Unlike the homeodomain-DNA system, our calcula-

tions demonstrated that in the BamHI-DNA system the

electrostatic force could also steer the BamHI to approach

DNA with a ‘‘correct’’ orientation with respect to the x axis

(refer to the orientation in the ns-xt15r/28 nonspecific

complex model), as shown in Fig. 4. The difference between

the optimal orientation (parallel to DNA helix axis) and the

energetically least favorable orientation (458) was calculated
to be ;7 kcal/mol, while relative to the optimal configu-

ration, this difference can be as high as ;9 kcal/mol (see

below). Thus, in the nonspecific BamHI-DNA system, the

electrostatic interaction itself seems capable of steering

BamHI to a unique orientation relative to the DNA axis.

To understand how the enzyme searches its cognate

site along a stretch of DNA, we undertook a study of the

electrostatic interaction between BamHI and DNA along

the possible sliding paths indicated by the profile of the

electrostatic interaction energy. A ‘‘sliding’’ model has been

proposed and tested experimentally in several type II

endonuclease restriction enzymes (Pingoud and Jeltsch,

1997). According to the sliding model, the protein would

perform one-dimensional random walks along DNA driven

by thermal energy. In the kinetic study on EcoRI and EcoRV
system, these experiments indirectly suggested that the pro-

tein would follow a helical path along the DNA (Jeltsch

et al., 1994). However, the detailed sliding path of the protein

along DNA was not determined, and it is not clear whether

FIGURE 3 Electrostatic surface potential and contours of BamHI model

BAM_SYM. Electrostatic potential was calculated with program UHBD,

displayed with GRASP. Solvent accessible surface with probe radius 1.4 Å

was used to define solute-solvent boundary.

FIGURE 2 Calculated salt dependence of electrostatic interaction in the

models of nonspecific BamHI-DNA complex. NLPB calculations were

conducted at salt concentration from 0.1 M to 0.4 M, van der Waals sur-

face was used to define solute-solvent boundary. (Top) ns-crys/28 with

N-DNA28-BAM_XM; (middle) ns-xt15r/28 with N-DNA28-BAM_XM;

(bottom) ns-xt15r/28 with BDNA28 and symmetrical BamHI model

BAM_SYM in the optimal configuration (see text).
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the protein follows one face of the DNA along the axis or

slides along the helical path. With the assumption that elec-

trostatic interaction is the major contribution to nonspecific

binding (Jen-Jacobson, 1997; Manning, 1978; Record et al.,

1978; Record et al., 1991), the electrostatic interaction may

determine the preferred sliding pathway.

If BamHI slides along one face of DNA, in a ‘‘straight

path’’, it will face alternating major groove and minor groove

sections during the sliding process. Since this is sequence

independent, the sliding process can be simulated in our

theoretical model by rotating BamHI around the DNA axis

so as to face the different grooves on DNA. In our model

(Fig. 1, right), the N-termini of helix 3 (residues 58–70) and

helix 7 (residues 200–211) of BamHI are facing the minor

groove while the center of the dimer is close to the DNA

major groove. Fig. 5 shows that the initial configuration with

DDGe of about �3.6 kcal/mol is not optimal; in the optimal

configuration the N-termini of two helices (helix 3 and 7)

approach the major groove (DDGe �5.9 kcal/mol). This

configuration also yields a salt dependence of the interaction

in the model that is in better agreement with experiment (the

slope of plot DDGe versus ln[S] is 3.9 (Fig. 2, bottom)).

With the symmetrical BamHI model and B form DNA, the

binding energy varies in a range between �4.2 kcal/mol and

�6.8 kcal/mol, indicating that while sliding along a B-form

like DNA in a straight path, BamHI would encounter energy

barriers of 2.6 kcal/mol when the center of the dimer moves

from the minor groove to the next major groove. On the other

hand, if BamHI slides along the helical path, it can maintain

throughout the optimal interaction configuration. In consid-

ering the calculated values of the barriers, it is noteworthy

that the continuum solvent model, unlike an explicit solvent

model, cannot accurately represent the role of the interface

water molecules, such as the water-bridged hydrogen bonds

between the protein and the DNA. However, we expect the

role of the interface water molecules would be similar in the

minor and major grooves, so that the overall conclusion

regarding the relative probabilities of the alternative paths

should not be affected by this approximation.

Effects of mutations on the nonspecific complex:
a test of the molecular model

Mutations in BamHI were used to identify the possible

catalytic residues before the crystal structures of free BamHI

and specific complex were solved (Dorner and Schildkraut,

1994; Xu and Schildkraut, 1991). In this early analysis of

the BamHI, two mutants—E77K and E113K—were reported

to have enhanced nonspecific DNA binding. These two

residues are located at the bottom of the DNA binding cleft

and have been suggested to be involved in catalysis (Dorner

and Schildkraut, 1994; Viadiu and Aggarwal, 1998). We

calculated the effect of the mutations on the electrostatic

binding interactions to nonspecific DNA based on the

optimal configuration in the theoretical model. In agreement

with the experimental results, the calculated DDGe showed

that both mutants had increased binding affinity to non-

specific DNA, by ;0.4 kcal/mol (E77K) and 1.2 kcal/mol

(E113K). The closest distance of Glu-113 to DNA back-

bone is ;22 Å, whereas for Glu-77 it is ;27 Å, with the

corresponding screened Coulombic interactions with DNA

yielding 15.1 kcal/mol and 17.1 kcal/mol, respectively.

The results support the computed model of the nonspecific

complex, as the differential increase in binding affinities

correlates well with the corresponding distance to DNA in

FIGURE 4 Calculated mutual orientation effect on the electrostatic

interaction in ns-xt15r/28 model. Electrostatic binding energy was

calculated with UHBD. Different relative orientations between BamHI

and DNA were generated through rotation of BamHI along the axis defined

by the centers of DNA and BamHI. Line with circle, BDNA28 with the

center of BAM_SYM facing DNAmajor groove; line with square, BDNA28

with the center of BAM_SYM facing DNA minor groove; dashed line with

triangle, BDNA28 with the center of BAM_SYM facing DNA minor

groove, and boundary between solute and solvent defined by solvent

accessible surface with probe radius 1.4 Å.

FIGURE 5 Calculated energy profile of simulated sliding along a straight

path. DNA in ns-xt15r/28 model was rotated along its axis in steps of 158,
started from Fig. 1. Line with circle, N-DNA28 with BAM_X; line with

square: BDNA28 with BAM_SYM; dashed line with triangle, BDNA28

with BAM_SYM, and boundary between solute and solvent defined by

solvent accessible surface with probe radius 1.4 Å.
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the theoretical model, as well as with the solvent-screened

Coulombic interaction with DNA.

Table 1 lists all the charged residues with strong solvent-

screened Coulombic interaction with DNA, together with

their distance to the DNA backbone. The salt-independent

electrostatic contribution to the total binding free energy has

been decomposed into two parts: the desolvation from the

low dielectric cavity, and the solvent-screened Coulombic

interaction (Gilson and Honig, 1988; Misra et al., 1998).

Since the desolvation part is always unfavorable, the

favorable interaction could only come from the solvent-

screened Coulombic interaction. The charged residues

located at the protein-DNA interface (N-terminal of helix 3

and helix 7, and their preceding loop regions) should have

a strong impact on the protein-DNA interaction. Two nega-

tively charged residues, Glu-51 and Asp-196, are located in

the two loop regions closest to the DNA backbone, at 10 Å

and 9 Å, respectively. From the theoretical complex model,

the replacement of any one of these two residues by a neutral

or positively charged residue would greatly enhance the

nonspecific binding affinity. NLPB calculations indicate the

increased nonspecific binding affinity for neutral mutation to

be 2.2 kcal/mol (E51Q) and 2.4 kcal/mol (D196N), while

mutations to the charged residues should lead to an increase

of ;4.4 kcal/mol (E51K) and 5.3 kcal/mol (D196K). Since

Asp-196 is also involved in specific recognition (Newman

et al., 1995), mutation of this residue would affect the

specific interaction as well. The role of Glu-51 in the specific

interaction may not be as important as that of Asp-196

according to the crystal structure of the specific complex

(Newman et al., 1995). Therefore we expect that a E51Q or

E51K mutant would increase only the nonspecific inter-

action, and according to the sliding model, would affect the

sliding ability of BamHI along DNA, as suggested earlier in

the study of EcoRV mutants (Jeltsch et al., 1996).

CONCLUSIONS

In the association of protein with double-stranded DNA, the

long-range Coulombic interaction has been considered the

dominant contribution to nonspecific protein-DNA binding

that brings proteins to the proximity of DNA to form a loose,

dynamic complex (Jen-Jacobson, 1997; Oda and Nakamura,

2000; Record et al., 1991). After this nonspecific binding, the

specific binding occurs at the cognate site where specific

hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions as well as

hydrophobic interaction play a more important role than in

the initial nonspecific binding (Hard and Lundback, 1996).

From the analysis of the electrostatic interaction in the

nonspecific binding of BamHI to DNA, using the NLPB

method and the crystal structure of the nonspecific BamHI-

DNA complex, we found an electrostatically favorable

configuration in which BamHI is driven to an orientation

parallel to the DNA helix axis, that better recapitulates the

experimental data. This new model for the nonspecific

complex made possible an energy-based analysis of the

structural basis for protein sliding along the DNA in search

for the cognate site. The results suggest that electrostatic

interaction alone constrain BamHI to slide along a preferred

DNA helix path. According to our model of nonspecific

binding, residues Glu-51 and Asp-196 in BamHI would

strongly affect the nonspecific interaction to DNA and

therefore determine the protein’s sliding ability along the

helical path.

DNA sliding requires not only moderate affinity, but also

equal affinity for different binding sites along DNA (Breyer

and Matthews, 2001; Jen-Jacobson, 1997). However, due to

the intrinsic periodic double helix structure of DNA with

alternative major and minor grooves, the electrostatic surface

potential of DNA is not uniform, with the minor groove more

negative than the major groove (Jayaram et al., 1989). This

feature of DNA produces an energy barrier if BamHI were to

slide from the minor groove region to the next major groove

(Fig. 5). Here, the energy barrier was estimated from NLPB

calculations to be ;2.5 kcal/mol. To avoid this barrier

during sliding, BamHI could slide smoothly along the DNA

helical pitch in the orientation described here, determined

solely by the electrostatic interaction. Such a configuration

could contribute to the quick scan of the nonspecific DNA by

the protein, and could be a common feature of type II

endonucleases where the biological function is predomi-

nantly kinetically controlled (Jeltsch et al., 1996).

A comparison of the free BamHI and BamHI-DNA

complex structures (Breyer and Matthews, 2001; Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000) had suggested that the DNA would be

positioned at the concave binding site formed by the BamHI

dimer. However, the quantitative analysis of the electrostatic

interaction undertaken here suggested that binding in the

TABLE 1 Calculated solvent-screened Coulombic

interactions of charged residues with DNA

Residue DGsc (kcal mol�1) Distance (Å)

Glu-51 9.8 10.1

Lys-52 �7.3 15.3

Lys-61 �8.3 18.5

Glu-62 7.4 17.0

Arg-76 �7.2 19.3

Glu-86 7.2 22.5

Glu-13 7.1 21.8

Arg-122 �7.9 19.6

Lys-126 �7.2 24.0

Asp-154 9.2 9.9

Arg-155 �9.2 9.9

Glu-161 10.6 10.5

Lys-193 �10.6 10.5

Glu-196 10.0 9.1

Lys-200 �7.2 17.1

Lys-205 �10.3 7.0

Lys-209 �8.0 9.6

The van der Waals surface was used to define the solute-solvent boundary.

Salt concentration is 0 M.
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concave surface could not achieve a favorable electrostatic

interaction for sliding. Although there is a fairly large in-

teraction interface in the nonspecific crystal structure, most

of it is surrounded by electrostatic potential that is usually

negative at pH 7 and would therefore contribute unfavorably

to the complex formation. We suggest that the structure of

the complex with DNA bound in the concave surface may

represent an intermediate state in the transition from the

nonspecific complex to the specific complex. The initial

nonspecific binding may be better represented by the

alternative model proposed here, which has a smaller in-

teraction surface but is in better agreement with the experi-

mental measurements, including salt dependence, favorable

electrostatic interaction and negligible heat capacity change

(Engler, 1998). Thus, during a search for its cognate site,

BamHI may slide along this electrostatically favorable con-

figuration, punctuated by a transition to the orientation seen

in the nonspecific crystal structure (Viadiu and Aggarwal,

2000), and facilitated by local structural features. Such local

features could modify the protonation states of selective

residues in the protein, and hence the electrostatic potential

in the interacting surface (data not shown). The larger inter-

action interface observed crystallographically, may be critical

in sensing the target sequence and triggering the conforma-

tional changes that lead to specific hydrogen bonding, van

der Waals and hydrophobic interactions in the specific

complex.
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